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Abstract
Usually, the video based object tracking deal with non-stationary image stream that
changes over time. Robust and Real time moving object tracking is a problematic issue in
computer vision research area. Most of the existing algorithms are able to track only in
predefined and well controlled environment. Some cases, they don’t consider non-linearity
problem. In our paper, we develop such a system which considers color information, distance
transform (DT) based shape information and also nonlinearity. Particle filtering has been
proven very successful for non-gaussian and non-linear estimation problems. We examine the
difficulties of video based tracking and step by step we analyze these issues. In our first
approach, we develop the color based particle filter tracker that relies on the deterministic
search of window, whose color content matches a reference histogram model. A simple HSV
histogram-based color model is used to develop this observation system. Secondly, we
describe a new approach for moving object tracking with particle filter by shape information.
The shape similarity between a template and estimated regions in the video scene is measured
by their normalized cross-correlation of distance transformed images. Our observation
system of particle filter is based on shape from distance transformed edge features. Template
is created instantly by selecting any object from the video scene by a rectangle. Finally, in
this paper we illustrate how our system is improved by using both these two cues with non
linearity.

1. Introduction
Video based moving object tracking is one of the exigent missions in computer vision area
such as visual surveillance, human computer interactions etc. Video based tracking basically
accord with non-stationary image, target object descriptions and the background which
change over time. The most available algorithms are able to perform tracking simply in
predefined and well controlled environment. In some cases, they don’t consider the nonlinearity problem. Actually, without this dynamic performance the system can not be applied
in real time. Our goal is to make a real time tracking system and in this case we carefully
consider the color, shape and non-linearity. Tracking objects is performed in a sequence of
video frames and its process mainly consists of two main stages: isolation of objects from
background in each frames and association of objects in successive frames in to trace them.
According to the most of existing system, they are able to track object in an image sequence,
either viewed or not or based on some extra trained data, in dumpy period and in well
controlled environment. These algorithms usually fail to perfectly observe the deformable
object shape changing in video images and in the bulky lighting (illumination) variations. In
our developed algorithm we all consider these kinds of problems.
To start object tracking, generally the trackers need to be initialized by an external module
[1]. Object model for tracking in image processing is usually based on reference image of the
object, or properties of the objects [5]. Once an object model is initiated the tracking
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algorithms will conduct based on high correlations of the object motion, shape, color or
appearance from the model between consecutive video frames. But, unfortunately robust and
efficient object tracking is still an open research issue and in this paper our approach also to
present an efficient system to make a robust tracker. In our present first case, we use HSV
histogram-based object model and particle filter to make a robust color based probabilistic
tracker system. For the second case, we proposed DT template object model and new
similarity measurement method that is a new DT template based method. In this method, to
measure the similarity between the template and a video image at estimated object regions
from particles, we use distance transform (DT) edge template matching. To track efficiently
we need a good observation model and we demonstrate normalized cross-correlation based
observation model doing well for object tracking. And finally, we achieve an immense result
using these two features concurrently in a same video sequences.
The remaining part of this paper is organized is as follows: section 2 describes related and
existing work in this field that motivated this work. Section 3 introduces basic particle filter
for estimation problem and object tracking. And then section 4 describes color histogram
distance based system. The proposed system models which unified distance transform, and
normalized cross-correlation with particle filter, are discussed in section 5. In this section we
also present some comparison result of the proposed system. The numerous experiments and
performance evaluation are also presented here. Conclusive remarks are addressed at the end
of the paper in section 6.

2. Related works and motivation
In this section we focus on various models and techniques for video based object tracking.
We review here only the most relevant video based tracking, which is based on shape like
contour, edge and color with particle filter. Traditionally, the tracking problem is formulated
as a sequential recursive estimation having on an estimate of the probability distribution of
the target in the previous frame; the problem is to estimate the target distribution in the new
frame using all available prior knowledge and new information brought by the new frame.
The state-space formalism, where the current tracked object properties are described in an
unknown state vector updated by noisy measurements, is very well adapted to model tracking.
Unfortunately the sequential estimation has an analytical solution under very restrictive
hypothesis. The well known Kalman filter is such a solution and is optimal for the class of
linear Gaussian estimation problems. The Particle filter, a numerical method that allows
finding an approximate solution to the sequential estimation, has been successfully used in
many target tracking problems and visual tracking problems. But Kalman filter has
limitations for multidimensional tracking. Particle filter success, in comparison with Kalman
filter, can be explained by its capability to cope with multi-modality of the measurement
densities and non-linear observation models. In visual tracking, multi-modality of the
measurement density is very frequent due to the presence of multifaceted scene elements
which has a similar appearance to the target. The observation model, which relates the state
vector to the measurements, is non-linear because image data endures feature extraction, and
a highly non-linear operation. This is the intention to work with particle filter to develop our
video based tracking in terms of handling non-linearity.
For hand tracking according to Israd et al. [6], they apply CONDENSATION
algorithm to combine skin color and hand contour. But that is not a general system for
moving object tracking. There is an extension of CONDENSATION algorithm in [11].
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But this algorithm can not be applicable for any all-purpose system and skin color has
some limitations. For object tracking, a color based particle filter is proposed in many
works [4,5]. In their case, target model of the particle filter is defined by the color
information of the tracked object. According to Lehuger et al. [4], an adaptive mixture
color model is used for updating reference color model to make more robust visual
tracking. Some researchers try to integrate, multiple features such as color, shape,
motion, edge. But finally they apply only color and texture cue in particle filter based
implementation. Moving edge features is used in [3]. So, from the various literature
reviews we observe that, it is still a tricky task for more robust real time object
tracking. And our work is motivated to do with particle filter based efficient two
dimensional DT image matching algorithm. Also, we then combine this approach with
color to make it more effective in any environment.

3. Particle filtering
Usually, for any video based tracking system, our goal is to track object through a
sequence of video. Tracking objects in video involves the modeling of non-linear and nongaussian systems. If we have to consider these two phenomena, then how can we get solution
for dynamic moving object tracking? One solution can be employed by using a probabilistic
framework which formulates tracking as interference in a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
This frame is like as shown in figure 1. In order to model accurately the underlying dynamics
of a physical system, it is important to include elements of non-linearity and
nongaussianity in many application areas. Particle Filters can be used to achieve this. They are
sequential Monte Carlo methods based on point mass representations of probability densities,
which are applied to any state model [2]. Particle Filter is a hypothesis tracker, which
approximates the filtered posterior distribution by a set of weighted particles. It weights
particles based on a likelihood score and then propagates these particles according to a motion
model.
Weight of each particle should be changed depending on observation for current frame.
The basic Particle Filter algorithm consists of 2 steps: Sequential importance sampling (SIS)
and Selection step. In SIS step it uses Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation. For each particle at
time t, transition priors are sampled. For each particle we then evaluate and normalize the
importance weights. In selection steps (Resampling), we multiply or discard particles with
respect to high or low importance weights to obtain a predefined number of particles. This
selection step is what allows us to track moving objects efficiently.
Yt

Yt+

Observation
(From Image data)

1

Xt
...

Xt+
1

Hidden state

. . . (e.g. object location,
scale etc)

Figure 1. Probabilistic frame work for tracking system
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Particle filter consists of essentailly two steps: prediction and update. Given all
available observations y1:t −1 = {y1 ,K, yt −1} up to time t − 1, the prediction stage uses the
probabilistic system transition model p(xt | xt −1 ) to predict the posterior at time t as
p (xt | yt −1 ) =

∫ p(x

t

| xt −1 ) p (xt −1 | y1:t −1 )dxt −1

(1)

At time t , the observation yt is available, the state can be updated using Bay’s rule
p( yt | xt ) p(xt | y1:t −1 )
p( yt | y1:t −1 )

p(xt | y1:t ) =

(2)

where p( y t | xt ) is described by the observation equation.
In the particle filter, the posterior p(xt | y1:t ) is approximated by a finite set of N

{}

samples xti

i =1,L, N

with importance weights wti . The candidate samples ~xti are drawn

from an importance distribution q(xt | x1:t −1 , y1:t ) and the weight of the samples are –
wti = wti−1

(

)( )

p yt | ~
xti p ~
xti | xti−1
q (~
xt | x1:t −1 , y1:t )

(3)

The samples are resampled to generate an unweighted particle set according to their
importance weights to avoid degeneracy. In the case of the bootstrap filter [13],
q( xt | x1:t −1 , y1:t ) = p(xt | xt −1 ) and the weights become the observation likelihood p( yt | xt ) .
3.1. Mathematical Model
For implementation of particle filter we need the following mathematical model:
1. Transition model / state motion model P( xt | xt −1) : this specifies how objects move
between frames.
2. Observation model p ( yt | xt ) : this specifies the likelihood of an object being in a
specific state (i.e. at the specific location).
3. Initial state Est (1) / prior distribution model p ( x0 ) : describes initial distribution
of object states.

4. Color based system
4.1. System flow diagram
We want to apply a particle filter in a color model based framework. This system depends
on the deterministic search of a window, whose color content matches a reference histogram
color model. We use principle of color histogram distance. The overall working flow diagram
is shown in figure 2.
We have modeled the states, as it location in each frame of the video. The state space
is represented in the spatial domain as X = (x,y). The state space has been initialized for
the first frame manually.
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Initialize xt
for first
frame

Select the
location of
target as a
particle
with
minimum
histogram

Generate a
particle set of N
particles
{xmt}m =1…N

Prediction for each
particle using second
order auto-regressive
dynamics

Weight each particle
based on histogram
distance

Compute histogram
distance

Sampling the particle for
next generation

Figure 2. Color based particle filter implementation

4.3. Observation model and system dynamics
The observation yt is proportional to the histogram distance between the color window of
the predicted location in the frame and the reference color window. A second order autoregressive dynamics is chosen on the parameters used to represent our state space that is,
(x,y). The dynamics is given by Xt+1=Axt+Bxt-1, where the matrices A and B could be learned
from a set of sequences where correct tracks have been obtained.
4.3. Experiments result
In this section we will demonstrate some experimental results on several real-world
video sequences captured by pan/tilt/zoom video camera in indoor, outdoor
environment. Figure 3 and 4 show the effectiveness of our system in indoor and outdoor
situations.

5. DT template shape based system
5.1. Preprocessing
The job of robust and real time tracking requires a robust observation model. The
task of robust tracking demands a robust observation model. To make template based
observation model, in this paper, first we select and extract object shape information
from a video scene by edge detection (canny edge detector) and then employ robust
shape matching based on distance transformation [8] and compares between first
initialized object and tracked object by normalized cross-correlation [9].
Matching involves correlating the templates with the distance transformed scene and
determining the locations where the mismatch is below a certain user defined threshold.
Template is updated in adaptive fashion in tracking sequence. The preprocessing
functional block diagram is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 3. Object tracking sequence in indoor

Figure 4. In outdoor object tracking sequence
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Select and
Extract Shape
information

Distance
transformation of
selected object in the
Video scene

Compare / Matching
By Normalized crossCorrelation with
Minimum matching
score

Figure 5. Preprocessing steps

5.2. Distance transformation (DT)
The typical matching with DT [10] is done between two binary images; a segmented
template and a segmented image which we call feature template and feature image. To
formalize the idea of DT matching similar, the shape of an object is represented by a set
of point. The image map is represented as a set of feature points. In our present work
we always update our reference template in every frame. So, it is more robust for
matching in each changing of tracked object. The typical original image and DT image
map is shown in figure 6. In the original image if we select the hand as template for
matching to find it, followed by DT we can match it very smoothly and robustly by
means of normalized cross-correlation which is discussed in next section.
5.2. Matching by normalized cross-correlation
Traditional correlation based matching methods are limited to the short baseline case
[9]. According to Zhao et al. [9], normalized cross-correlation (NCC) is proposed for
matching two images with large camera motion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Original image (b) Corresponding DT image map
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Their method is based on the rotation and scale invariant normalized crosscorrelation. In our present case, we use normalized cross-correlation for image
processing applications in which the brightness of the image and template can vary due
to lighting and exposure conditions, the image can be first normalized. This is done at
every step by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. That is, the
cross-correlation of template t(x,y) with a subimage f(x,y) is given by the following
equation

N f ,t =

∑

( f ( x, y ) − f )(t ( x, y ) − t )

x, y

σ f σt

(4)

5.2. Particle filter based implementation
In our present proposed system, we integrate the template based shape matching by
normalized cross-correlation with particle filter for robust object tracking. In our
implementation we flow some steps which is shown in figure 7.

Steps:
•

•

•
•

Adaptive template based probabilistic tracking
o Deterministic search, shape information matches a reference templa
te
State Space
o The state space is represented in the spatial domain as X = (x,y)
o Initialized state space for the first frame manually by selecting the o
bject of interest in the video scene by rectangle.
System Dynamics
o A second-order auto regressive dynamics is chosen on the paramet
ers used to represent our state space.
Observation yt
o The observation yt is proportional to the normalized cross-correlatio
n matching score between tracked window of the predicted location i
n the frame and the reference template.
o yt α NCC Score (q,qx), where, q is the reference template and qx is t
he predicted location window
Figure 7. Particle filter based implementation

The algorithm flowchart of the particle filter iteration using our proposed DT template
based method is shown in figure 8.
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Initialize xt for
first frame
Generate a particle set of
N particles {xmt} m=1..N

The selected object
become
reference
template for the first
frame and it is
updated in every
frame

Prediction for each particle using
second order auto-regressive dynamics

Compute normalized crossCorrelation matching score
Weight each particle
based on matching score

DT template based
shape information
processing by
normalized crosscorrelation

Select the location of target as a
particle with best matching score
Re-Sampling the particles for
next iteration
Figure 8. Algorithm flow chart for shape based system

5.5. Experimental results
The cross correlation based template matching is motivated by the distance measure
(squared Euclidean distance). There are several disadvantages using this approach, for
example, if the image energy varies with position, matching can fail. Moreover, it is not
invariant to changes in image amplitude such as those caused by changing lighting
conditions across the image sequences. The correlation coefficient overcomes these
difficulties by normalizing the image and feature vectors to unit lengths, yielding a
cosine-like correlation coefficient. So we are intended in our present work for DT
image map based matching with normalized cross-correlation to develop observation
model to make more robust particle filter based tracker. We try to take both advantages
from DT image map and normalized cross correlation regarding to develop our particle
filter based system. In this section we will present some experimental results on several
real-world video sequences captured by pan/tilt/zoom video camera. Our all resulting
image sequences are presented here from left to right, the top left corner number shows
the frame number.
It is same as in color based system in various environments in our previous
experiments. For all testing sequences, we use the same algorithm configuration, e.g.
state-space, system dynamics, observation model and template based probabilistic
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tracking. The first sequences as shown in figure 9, shows tracking a single moving
person from top view.

Figure 9. First sequence from top view

Figure 10. Second resulting sequence in a play ground
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Figure 11. Third resulting sequence in a play ground

The second and third resulting sequences as shown in figure 10 and 11 are also
showing the effectiveness of our proposed system. These sequences are taken from a
playground with cluttered background for tracking single moving person. In the all
figures the top left most white text is the frame number.
For evaluate our proposed tracker with different features conditions, we calculate the
RMS error of feature tracking point. We compare our result with the manually-labeled
“ground truth” locations of the features. The figure 12 shows the RMS error between
ground truth reference points with target point. The blue curve is the result of
considering only edge features.

Figure 12. The RMS error at tracking feature points for each frame

The green curve of this figure is combined effect of edge and color features. This
shows better result than only edge features. In our proposed system, we always, update
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the DT template in every frame. The red curve shows the performance of the system
without update template. In this case, we see, in some frame, its highly drifted from the
target locations and unstable. We also observe that, our system become unstable due to
start camera zoom at frame number 115. But the combined effect of color and DT edge
features result shows the outstanding performance (green curve). Figure 13 shows the
samples distribution considering the best matching score. This probability density
function (pdf) represents the best match to the target object.
In our all experiments we keep constant the particle number at only 100. And each
video consists of 320 х 320 pixel images with 30 fps. This tracking algorithm is
implemented in C++ and OpenCV library on Windows XP platform with standard
Pentium 4 (with 1.5 GB RAM) machine. These all results show the algorithm
performance under different scenarios.

Figure 13. Probability density function corresponding to target object

8. Conclusion
In this paper, two techniques have been presented for tracking a single moving object
in a video sequence using color and shape information. We also, carefully examine the
combined effect of these to features which performance is better. In Color based system
we used histogram distance for observation model. In the integrated framework of
particle filtering, we presented a new tracking algorithm based on instant / adaptive DT
template matching by normalized cross-correlation. The template image is converted as
DT image map before measuring similarity by normalized cross-correlation. The
observation model is updated by the best matching score in every frame. Initialization is
necessary to start the tracking process. In our proposed system model, we can easily
initialize our system, by selecting any object in a video scene, and this selected object
become template instantly adapt itself to the changing appearance or environments and
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thus make more robust tracking. The system has been tested on a variety of video data
and very satisfactory results have been obtained. There are so many possibilities to
extend our work such as for multiple object tracking, learning based tracking etc.
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